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Islamicate Occult Sciences in Theory and Practice presents the latest research on Islamic occult sciences from a variety
of disciplinary perspectives, namely intellectual history, manuscript studies and material culture.
The first scholarly book to address Korean geomancy through an interdisciplinary lens. This book is a milestone in the
history of academic research on the development and role of geomancy (fengshui in Chinese and p’ungsu in Korean) in
Korean culture and society. As the first interdisciplinary work of its kind, it investigates many topics in geomancy studies
that have never been previously explored, and contains contributions from a number of disciplines including geography,
historical studies, environmental science, architecture, landscape architecture, religious studies, and psychoanalysis.
While almost all books in English about geomancy are addressed to general readers as practical guides for divining
auspicious locations, P’ungsu is a work of rigorous scholarship that documents, analyzes, and explains past and current
practices of geomancy. Its readers will better understand the impact of geomancy on the Korean cultural landscape and
appreciate the significant ecological principles embedded in the geomantic traditions of Korea; while researchers will
discover new insights and inspirations for future research on geomancy not only in Korea, but in China and elsewhere.
Two opposing views of the future in the Middle Ages dominate recent historical scholarship. According to one opinion,
medieval societies were expecting the near end of the world and therefore had no concept of the future. According to the
other opinion, the expectation of the near end created a drive to change the world for the better and thus for innovation.
Close inspection of the history of prognostication reveals the continuous attempts and multifold methods to recognize and
interpret God’s will, the prodigies of nature, and the patterns of time. That proves, on the one hand, the constant human
uncertainty facing the contingencies of the future. On the other hand, it demonstrates the firm believe during the Middle
Ages in a future which could be shaped and even manipulated. The handbook provides the first overview of current
historical research on medieval prognostication. It considers the entangled influences and transmissions between
Christian, Jewish, Islamic, and non-monotheistic societies during the period from a wide range of perspectives. An
international team of 63 renowned authors from about a dozen different academic disciplines contributed to this
comprehensive overview.
A collection of original short and long stories, and novellas, set in Ian Irvine's internationally bestselling Three Worlds epic
fantasy universe. OVER A MILLION COPIES OF IAN IRVINE’S THREE WORLDS CYCLE SOLD The Price of Freedom.
Tensor leads his troubled people to Santhenar to attack his Charon enemies. But can the Twisted Mirror show true? Or
will it betray him? A long short story. The Harrows. Dare Lita open the box at the bottom of the pool? And if she does, will
it save her people – or harrow them again? A short story. A Wizard's War. During the devastating Clysm, the first meeting
of the two greatest wizards on Santhenar sets up a thousand years of conflict. Here, in Mendark’s own words, is the
story of the worst deed of his life … and the deed that made him. A long short story. Darkness Visible. A young Karan
goes to Carcharon to investigate her father’s death, and wishes she hadn’t. A short story. The Professional Liar. Llian,
brilliant creator of the monumental Tale of the Mirror, is a tormented man, racked by guilt. Can he save himself – or is it
too late? A long short story. The Seventh Sister. Aviel, the unluckiest girl in the world, finds a dying man dumped in the
Sacrifice Tree. Can she solve the riddle of his murder and turn her miserable life around, or will the thumbless killer get
her too? A novella. One Throw of the Die. The war has been lost and the surviving allies flee for their lives, pursued by
Jal-Nish, who now holds all the magic in the world. Then Flydd's dying friend, Troist, begs him to save his twin daughters
from the tyrant. It’s a suicide mission but Flydd cannot refuse. Can he rescue Liliwen and Meriwen, or will Jal-Nish
destroy them all? A long novella. Some reviews of the Three Worlds books ‘For sheer excitement, there’s just no one
like Irvine.’ SFX "In a world full of epic fantasy clones, this stands out as a world-building labour of love with some truly
original touches." – Locuson A Shadow on the Glass “As good as anything I have read in the fantasy genre.” – Adelaide
Advertiser “Hugely ambitious – an epic, tragic tale of history’s implacable impact on the present, full of driven, often
unlikeable and inept characters, and betrayal. Interest and originality there is aplenty – and action.” – Starburst, UK, on
The View from the Mirror quartet. “A page-turner of the highest order … Arguably the most inventive fantasy author to
emerge in recent years, Irvine can now consider himself comfortably ranked next to the works of Robert Jordan and
David Eddings and, more appropriately, the mighty Anne McCaffrey. Formidable!” – SFXon Geomancer. ‘It is the most
engrossing book I’ve read in years, the lucid prose unfolding an action-and-suspense storyline featuring wonderfully
credible characters.’ – Van Ikin, Sydney Morning Herald onScrutator. “Hang on with both hands, because this story
waits for no one.” Sandy Auden, SFXon The Fate of the Fallen. “The final payoff is fantastic. The most unflaggingly
inventive storyteller we’ve seen in years.” Sydney Morning Herald onThe Destiny of the Dead ‘Unbelievably, Irvine has
managed to increase the pace of his story in this third and final volume – for sheer excitement, there’s just no one like
Irvine around at the moment.’ SFXon The Destiny of the Dead. ‘This precise and beautifully crafted novel blooms from
its ascetic opening to a resonant and rewarding climax. Makes what’s currently available on fantasy shelves seem
hackneyed and formulaic. Utterly absorbing.” Stephen Davenport, Independent Weekly on The Destiny of the Dead.
The inspiring story of an immigrant's struggles to heal old wounds in the United States, this is the sequel to When
Heaven and Earth Changed Places, Le Ly Hayslip's extraordinary, award-winning memoir of life in wartime Vietnam.
A Shock to Thought brings together essays that explore Deleuze and Guattari's philosophy of expression in a number of
contemporary contexts. It will be of interest to all those in philosophy, cultural studies and art theory. The volume also
contains an interview with Guattari which clearly restates the 'aesthetic paradigm' that organizes both his and Deleuze's
work.
Santhenar is on its knees. War with the forces from beyond the Void shows no sign of ending. And there is worse to
come. The Aachim have invaded with a fleet of formidable battle constructs and the price for their withdrawal is half the
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globe. The future of the world now rests in the hands of just three flawed individuals: Tiaan, whose knowledge holds the
key to a power that can yet destroy all foes; Nish who has sworn to bring the renegade geomancer to justice; and Irisis,
whose great talents are hidden even from herself. Now Tiaan is leading her people in a last desperate stand against the
Lyrinx... but if they are to survive she must master her new powers or be destroyed...
New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez imagines a chilling future where technological advances are held
hostage by the government in this thriller that perfectly blends “nail-biting suspense with accessible science” (Publishers
Weekly). Physicist Jon Grady and his team have discovered a device that can reflect gravity—a triumph that will
revolutionize the field of physics and change the future. But instead of acclaim, Grady’s lab is locked down by a covert
organization known as the Bureau of Technology Control. The bureau’s mission: suppress the truth of sudden
technological progress and prevent the social upheaval it would trigger. Because the future is already here. And it’s
rewards are only for a select few. When Grady refuses to join the BTC, he’s thrown into a nightmarish high-tech prison
housing other doomed rebel intellects. Now, as the only hope to usher humanity out of its artificial dark age, Grady and
his fellow prisoners must try to expose the secrets of an unimaginable enemy—one that wields a technological advantage
half a century in the making.
In the Geomancer's Handbook the renowned contemporary mage and geomancer John Michael Greer explains this ancient divinatory art
clearly and succinctly, allowing the practitioner quick mastery of this precise and accurate method of prediction. Because geomancy uses a
good deal of astrological technique, it is an excellent predictive method for astrologers without requiring the arduous effort necessary to learn
traditional horary astrology.Greer combines teachings from traditional texts with his own deep knowledge of geomancy, distilling the essence
of geomancy. A fascinating explanation of divinatory geomancy by the leading contemporary geomancer!
Hightspall is dying. Every year the winters worsen, and the realm's protective magic disappeared with the traitor-king, Lyf, two thousand years
ago. Now Lyf is back, bent on wiping Hightspall off the map and rebuilding his ancient land anew. Lyf also killed Tali's mother and now he is
hunting Tali, for the master pearl she bears inside her holds the key to saving the realm -- or destroying it. Can Tali find Lyf before he tears
Hightspall apart? And if she does, can she put aside her quest for vengeance to save her country? Or will Lyf cut the pearl from her and use
its magic to plunge her world into perpetual darkness?
The magical node has failed, leaving humanity’s battle clankers, and the Aachim’s deadly constructs, useless. The great battle has been
lost. Now hordes of alien lyrinx are swarming out of their underground cities, intending to destroy the survivors. Tiaan is held prisoner by a
vengeful Vithis, who is determined to seize control of her gift for geomancy. Nish, accused of betraying her to the Aachim, is condemned by
his own father. Irisis, falsely convicted of high treason, has run for her life. The fate of humanity depends on one wily old man, Scrutator
Xervish Flydd. But his enemy, the vicious Chief Scrutator Ghorr, blames him for humanity’s disastrous defeat. Flydd is sent to die a brutish
death as a slave, hauling ironclad clankers out of the battlefield mire until his heart bursts under the strain … You won’t want to miss this edgeof-the seat epic fantasy series by a million-selling author. What reviewers say about the Three Worlds books “A compelling adventure in a
landscape full of wonders.” – Locus “A page-turner of the highest order … Formidable!” – SFX on Geomancer “It is the most engrossing book
I’ve read in years.” – Van Ikin, Sydney Morning Herald “Readers of Eddings, Goodkind and Jordan will lap this one up.” – Starlog “Utterly
absorbing.” Stephen Davenport, Independent Weekly “For sheer excitement, there’s just no one like Irvine.” SFX on The Destiny of the
Dead “As good as anything I have read in the fantasy genre.” – Adelaide Advertiser Reviews and Honours for The Well of Echoes Scrutator,
Honourable Mention, 2003 Aurealis Award for best fantasy novel. Also listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2003.
Chimaera listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2004. “A stunning landscape teeming with mages and monsters.
Superb!” – Tim Cadman, SMH. ‘It is the most engrossing book I’ve read in years, the lucid prose unfolding an action-and-suspense storyline
featuring wonderfully credible characters.’ – Van Ikin, Sydney Morning Herald.
In 1870, vampires took over the northern regions of the world, forcing the surviving humans to flee to the southern hemisphere. Now the year
is 2020 and Princess Adele, a human, is on the verge of coming to power just as a final war with the vampires is approaching.
The classic ghost story from Penelope Lively, one of the modern greats of British fiction for adults and children alike.When James' family
moves to a ancient cottage in Oxfordshire (with grounds that are great for excavations and trees that are perfect for climbing), it doesn't take
long for odd things to stard happening. Doors crash open and strange signs appear, written in an archaic hand. James soon discovers the
culprit: a ghost! It's the spirit of Thomas Kempe, a 17th century apothecary who wants James to be his apprentice. The problem? No one else
believes in ghosts. It's up to James to get rid of him... An iconic ghost story for children, The Ghost of Thomas Kempe is adored by
generations of readers.
The Trateri are about to learn a vital lesson of the Broken Lands. Deep in the remote expanse where anything can happen, it pays to be on a
pathfinder’s good side. Nobody ventures beyond their village walls. Nobody sane that is. Monstrous creatures and deadly mysteries wait out
there. Lucky for the people she serves, Shea’s not exactly sane. As a pathfinder, it’s her job to face what others fear and protect her
charges from the dangers that await in the Broken Lands. It’s not an easy job, but she’s the best at what she does. When the people she
serves betray her, Shea must rely on her wits and skill to survive the Trateri, a barbarian horde sweeping in to conquer the Lowlands, and
their warlord, a man as dangerous as he is compelling. Her actions and the decisions she makes might mean the difference between life or
death. Danger looms on the horizon and a partnership with the Warlord may be the only thing preventing the destruction of everything she
holds dear.
"The Dance: Its Place in Art and Life" by Margaret West Kinney, Troy Kinney. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Two hundred years after the Forbidding was broken, Santhenar is locked in war with the lyrinx - intelligent, winged predators who will do
anything to gain their own world. Despite the development of battle clankers and mastery of the crystals that power them, humanity is losing.
Tiaan, a lonely crystal worker in a clanker manufactory, is experimenting with an entirely new kind of crystal when she begins to have
extraordinary visions. The crystal has woken her latent talent for geomancy, the most powerful of all the Secret Arts - and the most perilous.
Falsely accused of sabotage by her rival, Irisis, Tiaan flees for her life. Struggling to control her talent and hunted by the lyrinx, Tiaan follows
her visions all the way to Tirthrax, greatest peak on all the Three Worlds, where a nightmare awaits her ... Find out more about this title and
others at www.orbitbooks.co.uk

Aimed at academic, professional and general readers, Bush, city, cyberspace provides a snapshot of the state of
Australian children's and adolescent literature in the early twenty-first century, and an insight into its history. In doing so,
it promotes a sense of where Australian literature for young people may be going and captures a literary and critical
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mood with which readers in Australia and beyond will identify. The title of the work is intended to capture the fact that the
field has changed dramatically in the century and a half that 'Australian children's literature' has existed, from the bush
myths and heroism that inform the past and the present, through the recognition that the vast majority of authors and
readers live in cities, to the third wave of 'cyberliterature' that incorporates multimedia, hypertext, weblinks and e-books none of which lessens the enduring enthusiasm of practitioners and readers for books. Bush, city, cyberspace is not
meant to be an encyclopedic volume. Rather, well-known, recent and/or award-winning works have been emphasised,
with the addition of others where these help to illuminate particular points. The book is similar in coverage and approach
to Australian Children's Literature: An Exploration of Genre and Theme, written by the same three authors and published
by the Centre for Information Studies in 1995. In the intervening period, much has changed in the field, notable examples
including the blurring of the dividing line between 'quality' and 'popular' literature; the blending of genres; the rise of a truly
indigenous literature; the demise, to a significant extent, of 'Outbackery' in fiction; the acceptance of multiculturalism as
the norm; and the advent of the literature of cyberspace, with new methods, and the sheer speed, of communication
between writer and reader. All these trends, and others, are reflected in this work.
The war has been raging for a hundred years … and humanity is close to defeat. Santhenar is locked in conflict with the
lyrinx – intelligent, winged predators from the Void who are desperate to gain their own world. And despite the
development of mechanical battle clankers, and mastery of the crystals that drive them, humanity is losing. The enemy is
destroying its nodes of magical power, one by one. Tiaan, a clever but naïve crystal worker in a clanker manufactory, is
testing a new kind of crystal when she overhears an enchanting young man, Minis, speaking from far away. The crystal
has woken her gift for geomancy, the most powerful of all the Secret Arts, and the most perilous. It is a talent that both
humanity and its enemies are desperate to control. Falsely accused of sabotage by Irisis, a malicious rival, Tiaan flees for
her life. But soon she is stalked by the outcast, wingless lyrinx, Ryll, who plans to use her in his dreadful flesh-forming
sorcery. From afar, Minis advises and guides Tiaan and she now sees him as more than a friend. Aching for him, Tiaan
follows his instructions all the way to Tirthrax, the tallest mountain in all the Three Worlds, where a nightmare awaits her
… You won’t want to miss this edge-of-the seat epic fantasy series by a million-selling author. What reviewers say about
the Three Worlds books “A compelling adventure in a landscape full of wonders.” – Locus “A page-turner of the highest
order … Formidable!” – SFX onGeomancer “It is the most engrossing book I’ve read in years.” – Van Ikin, Sydney
Morning Herald “Readers of Eddings, Goodkind and Jordan will lap this one up.” – Starlog “Utterly absorbing.” Stephen
Davenport, Independent Weekly “For sheer excitement, there’s just no one like Irvine.” SFX on The Destiny of the Dead
“As good as anything I have read in the fantasy genre.” – Adelaide Advertiser Reviews and Honours for The Well of
Echoes Scrutator, Honourable Mention, 2003 Aurealis Award for best fantasy novel, and listed in the Sydney Morning
Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2003. Chimaera listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2004. 'Ian Irvine is
arguably the most inventive fantasy author to emerge in recent years. A page-turner of the highest order ... Irvine can
now consider himself comfortably ranked next to the works of Robert Jordan and David Eddings and, more appropriately,
the mighty Anne McCaffrey. Formidable!' SFX 'This is, attractively, grimmer and grittier than most fantasy novels with a
real sense of industrial squalor and a society in paranoid melt-down – and with a neatly unpleasant set of twists at the
end.' Roz Kaveney, Amazon.uk 'Ian Irvine has produced one of those rarities in the fantasy genre, and that is a unique,
well-thought-out world coupled with a well-written storyline. A gripping read.' Enigma 'Irvine imagines the epic landscape
through which the characters move in persuasive detail and describes it powerfully. The misery of the manufactory's
oppressed children and fearful adults is effectively communicated and elaborated. Driven by fear and inadequacy ... they
cheat, lie and betray others in the cause of their own ambition, but are nonetheless sympathetically portrayed.' Australian
Book Review.
In a few minutes of overwhelming violence, the Council’s air-dreadnought fleet has destroyed Fiz Gorgo’s defences.
Flydd, Irisis and their small band of rebels are to be executed in a brutal aerial spectacle designed to reinforce Chief
Scrutator Ghorr’s power and majesty. Nish is their one remaining hope. But Nish is trapped in a burning watchtower, and
hunted by both the scrutators and his tormented former lover, Ullii, whose twin brother he accidentally killed. Before Nish
can hope to rescue his friends, he must convince Ullii to spare him, then overcome the most powerful cabal of wizards in
the world – as well as the Council’s four hundred crack guards. Yet even if he succeeds, to win the war the rebels still
have to defeat the scrutators and overthrow Nennifer, the corrupt Council’s dread bastion, before the rampaging lyrinx
overwhelm all Santhenar. You won’t want to miss this edge-of-the seat epic fantasy series by a million-selling author.
What reviewers say about the Three Worlds books “A compelling adventure in a landscape full of wonders.” – Locus “A
page-turner of the highest order … Formidable!” – SFX on Geomancer “It is the most engrossing book I’ve read in
years.” – Van Ikin, Sydney Morning Herald “Readers of Eddings, Goodkind and Jordan will lap this one up.” – Starlog
“Utterly absorbing.” Stephen Davenport, Independent Weekly “For sheer excitement, there’s just no one like Irvine.”
SFX on The Destiny of the Dead “As good as anything I have read in the fantasy genre.” – Adelaide Advertiser Reviews
and Honours for The Well of Echoes Scrutator, Honourable Mention, 2003 Aurealis Award for best fantasy novel. Also
listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2003. Chimaera listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST
BOOKS OF 2004. “Ian Irvine has produced one of those rarities in the fantasy genre, and that is a unique, well-thoughtout world coupled with a well-written storyline. A gripping read.” Enigma “Irvine mixes in plenty of interesting characters
of uncertain moral fibre to create a compelling adventure in a landscape full of wonders.” Locus. "The final payoff is
fantastic. The most unflaggingly inventive storyteller we've seen in years. Chimaera brings his Well of Echoes saga to a
spectacular and satisfying conclusion, confirming his reputation for first-rate fantasy page turners." Van Ikin, Sydney
Morning Herald. “A page-turner of the highest order ... Irvine can now consider himself comfortably ranked next to the
works of Robert Jordan and David Eddings and, more appropriately, the mighty Anne McCaffrey. Formidable!” SFX “A
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story that is begging to be filmed. Very enjoyable. The action doesn’t flag.” – Sue Davies, SF Crowsnest.
"Turning toward Edification discusses foreigners in Korea from before the founding of Chos?n in 1392 until the midnineteenth century. Although it has been common to describe Chos?n Korea as a monocultural and homogeneous state,
Adam Bohnet reveals the considerable presence of foreigners and people of foreign ancestry in Chos?n Korea as well as
the importance to the Chos?n monarchy of engagement with the outside world. These foreigners included Jurchens and
Japanese from border polities that formed diplomatic relations with Chos?n prior to 1592, Ming Chinese and Japanese
deserters who settled in Chos?n during the Japanese invasion between 1592 and 1598, Chinese and Jurchen refugees
who escaped the Manchu state that formed north of Korea during the early seventeenth century, and even Dutch
castaways who arrived in Chos?n during the mid-1700s. Foreigners were administered by the Chos?n monarchy through
the tax category of "submitting-foreigner" (hyanghwain). This term marked such foreigners as uncivilized outsiders
coming to Chos?n to receive moral edification and they were granted Korean spouses, Korean surnames, land,
agricultural tools, fishing boats, and protection from personal taxes. Originally the status was granted for a limited time,
however, by the seventeenth century it had become hereditary. Beginning in the 1750s foreign descendants of Chinese
origin were singled out and reclassified as imperial subjects (hwangjoin), giving them the right to participate in the palacesponsored Ming Loyalist rituals. Bohnet argues that the evolution of their status cannot be explained by a Confucian or
Sinocentric enthusiasm for China. The position of foreigners-Chinese or otherwise-in Chos?n society must be understood
in terms of their location within Chos?n social hierarchies. During the early Chos?n, all foreigners were clearly located
below the sajok aristocracy. This did not change even during the eighteenth century, when the increasingly bureaucratic
state recategorized Ming migrants to better accord with the Chos?n state's official Ming Loyalism. These changes may be
understood in relation to the development of bureaucratized identities in the Qing Empire and elsewhere in the world
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and as part of the vernacularization of elite ideologies that has been
noted elsewhere in Eurasia"-For well over a century, Chinese fengshui, or "geomancy," has interested Western laymen and scholars. Today,
hundreds of popular manuals claim to use its principles in their advice on how people can increase their wealth,
happiness, longevity, and so on. This study is quite different, approaching fengshui from an academic angle. The focus is
on its significance in China, but the recent history of its reinterpretation in the West is also depicted. The author argues
that fengshui serves as an alternative tradition of cosmological knowledge, which is used to explain a range of everyday
occurrences in rural areas, such as disease, mental disorders, accidents, and common mischief. The study includes a
historical account of fengshui over the last 150 years augmented by the results of anthropological fieldwork on
contemporary practices in two Chinese rural areas.
The final battle -- the ultimate price. The once beautiful land of Hightspall is being carved up by warring armies led by
figures from out of legend. One army is headed by the charismatic brute, Axil Grandys, and the other by Lyf, resurrected
sorcerer-king and Axil's ancient nemesis. Only the escaped slave Tali and her unreliable magic stand in their way -- but
Tali's gift grows more painful every time she uses it. As the armies converge on the fateful peak of Touchstone, Tali and
her ally Rix must find a way to overcome Lyf and prevent Axil from using the Three Spells that will destroy Hightspall
forever. JUSTICE is the shattering finale to Ian Irvine's fantasy epic Tainted Realm trilogy.
A catalog of the great variety of uses to which the lightweight yet sturdy plant has been put is accompanied by a guide to
its cultivation, harvesting, folklore, and history.
The Aachim have invaded with an irresistible fleet of battle constructs – and their embittered leader, Vithis, demands half
the world. Santhenar, on its knees after a hundred years of war against the lyrinx, is in no position to resist. But even if
the Council of Scrutators agrees to Vithis’s demands, can anything satisfy his thirst for vengeance? Tiaan, now feeling
utterly betrayed, is hunted through the abandoned city of Tirthrax by an implacable Nish, who burns at her previous
rejection of his advances, and blames her for the invasion. The future of the world rests in the hands of three flawed
people. Tiaan, whose geomancy holds the key to the power that can save or destroy humanity. Nish, who has sworn to
redeem himself by bringing her to justice. And beautiful, brave, haunted Irisis, whose great talents are hidden even from
herself. You won’t want to miss this edge-of-the seat epic fantasy series by a million-selling author. What reviewers say
about the Three Worlds books “A compelling adventure in a landscape full of wonders.” – Locus “A page-turner of the
highest order … Formidable!” – SFX on Geomancer “It is the most engrossing book I’ve read in years.” – Van Ikin,
Sydney Morning Herald “Readers of Eddings, Goodkind and Jordan will lap this one up.” – Starlog “Utterly absorbing.”
Stephen Davenport, Independent Weekly “For sheer excitement, there’s just no one like Irvine.” SFX on The Destiny of
the Dead “As good as anything I have read in the fantasy genre.” – Adelaide Advertiser Reviews and Honours for The
Well of Echoes Scrutator, Honourable Mention, 2003 Aurealis Award for best fantasy novel, and listed in the Sydney
Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2003. Chimaera listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2004.
“Ian Irvine has produced one of those rarities in the fantasy genre, and that is a unique, well-thought-out world coupled
with a well-written storyline. A gripping read.” Enigma “This is, attractively, grimmer and grittier than most fantasy novels
with a real sense of industrial squalor and a society in paranoid melt-down-and with a neatly unpleasant set of twists at
the end.” Roz Kaveney, Amazon.uk “Irvine imagines the epic landscape through which the characters move in
persuasive detail and describes it powerfully.” Australian Book Review. “A page-turner of the highest order ... Irvine can
now consider himself comfortably ranked next to the works of Robert Jordan and David Eddings and, more appropriately,
the mighty Anne McCaffrey. Formidable!” SFX
Young adults seek a code to live by in this street savvy, lyrical novel about two friends trying to save a third friend from
false criminal accusations. Reprint.
After ten years of servitude, Nish is about to be released from the blackest prison of his corrupt father, the maimed GodPage 4/6
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Emperor, Jal-Nish Hlar. Using the sorcerous Profane Tears, Gatherer and Reaper, Jal-Nish has crushed all opposition
and is remaking Santhenar in his depraved image. The oppressed peoples of the world see Nish as a messianic figure,
the Deliverer, who promised long ago to return and cast down his father. Unfortunately, Nish has no choice but to
repudiate that solemn oath, for he's a broken man, powerless and alone. Even worse, his father is trying to seduce Nish
into becoming his lieutenant and, faced with the unbearable alternative of another ten years in prison, Nish isn't sure he
can resist the temptation. The one person who can help him is little Maelys, a shy, bookish dreamer forced by duty to use
Nish for an ignoble purpose. But Maelys is the last woman he wants, and she carries a secret that is more likely to
destroy Nish than save him.
The first Gareth and Adele Novel, The Geomancer is the start of an ongoing, character-based, urban fantasy series set in
the same Vampire Empire universe as the authors’ previous trilogy! The uneasy stalemate between vampires and
humans is over. Adele and Gareth are bringing order to a free Britain, but bloody murders in London raise the specter
that Adele's geomancy is failing and the vampires might return. A new power could tilt the balance back to the vampire
clans. A deranged human called the Witchfinder has surfaced on the Continent, serving new vampire lords. This
geomancer has found a way to make vampires immune to geomancy and intends to give his masters the ability to kill
humans on a massive scale. The apocalyptic event in Edinburgh weakened Adele's geomantic abilities. If the Witchfinder
can use geomancy against humanity, she may not have the power to stop him. If she can't, there is nowhere beyond his
reach and no one he cannot kill. From a Britain struggling to rebuild to the vampire capital of Paris, from the heart of the
Equatorian Empire to a vampire monastery in far-away Tibet, old friends and past enemies return. Unexpected allies and
terrible new villains arise. Adele and Gareth fight side-by-side as always, but they can never be the same if they hope to
survive. From the Trade Paperback edition.
In this sweeping history, bestselling author Amy Chua explains how globally dominant empires—or hyperpowers—rise and
why they fall. In a series of brilliant chapter-length studies, she examines the most powerful cultures in history—from the
ancient empires of Persia and China to the recent global empires of England and the United States—and reveals the
reasons behind their success, as well as the roots of their ultimate demise. Chua's analysis uncovers a fascinating
historical pattern: while policies of tolerance and assimilation toward conquered peoples are essential for an empire to
succeed, the multicultural society that results introduces new tensions and instabilities, threatening to pull the empire
apart from within. What this means for the United States' uncertain future is the subject of Chua's provocative and
surprising conclusion.
THE ALLIES ARE TRAPPED on Mistmurk Mountain and the God-Emperor guards every way of escape. There's only
one chance for freedom: for demure little Maelys to confess to a crime she has not committed, though if she does it will
turn all her friends against her. And even if they can flee through the perilous shadow realm, the God-Emperor's armies
will hunt them to the ends of the world. Nish, Flydd and Maelys have no choice but to venture to the Tower of a Thousand
Steps, on the frozen Isle of Noom. There they must seek aid from the implacable sorcerer who controlled the world for an
unknown but terrible purpose for one hundred and fifty years – the Numinator. But on that tragic journey they will uncover
a greater and more deadly secret, a folly that has been shaping life and death in the Three Worlds for more than three
thousand years, and now threatens to consume them all. Praise for Ian Irvine's previous Three Worlds novels:
Geomancer 'Ian Irvine is arguably the most inventive fantasy author to emerge in recent years . . . A page turner of the
highest order. Formidable!' SFX Scrutator 'The most engrossing book I've read in years.' Van Ikin, SYDNEY MORNING
HERALD Chimaera 'A spectacular and satisfying conclusion.' SMH BEST BOOK OF 2004
This book examines the Buddhist responses to the Neo-Confucian critiques of their tradition. It presents full translations
of two dominant Buddhist apologetic essays—the Hufa lun, written by a Chinese politician, and the Yus?k chir?i non,
authored by a Korean monk.
When Filipino street hustler William Narciso Pulinha meets a disreputable and embittered writer, the two distort the
Eastern concept of Feng Shui and embark on the scam of the century as they peddle their peculiar brand of the holistic
philosophy among New York City's elite. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
How China's political model could prove to be a viable alternative to Western democracy Westerners tend to divide the
political world into "good" democracies and “bad” authoritarian regimes. But the Chinese political model does not fit
neatly in either category. Over the past three decades, China has evolved a political system that can best be described
as “political meritocracy.” The China Model seeks to understand the ideals and the reality of this unique political system.
How do the ideals of political meritocracy set the standard for evaluating political progress (and regress) in China? How
can China avoid the disadvantages of political meritocracy? And how can political meritocracy best be combined with
democracy? Daniel Bell answers these questions and more. Opening with a critique of “one person, one vote” as a way
of choosing top leaders, Bell argues that Chinese-style political meritocracy can help to remedy the key flaws of electoral
democracy. He discusses the advantages and pitfalls of political meritocracy, distinguishes between different ways of
combining meritocracy and democracy, and argues that China has evolved a model of democratic meritocracy that is
morally desirable and politically stable. Bell summarizes and evaluates the “China model”—meritocracy at the top,
experimentation in the middle, and democracy at the bottom—and its implications for the rest of the world. A timely and
original book that will stir up interest and debate, The China Model looks at a political system that not only has had a long
history in China, but could prove to be the most important political development of the twenty-first century.
Tiaan, a lonely crystal worker in a clanker manufactory, is experimenting with an entirely new kind of crystal when she begins to have
extraordinary visions. The crystal has woken her latent talent for geomancy, the most powerful of all the Secret Arts - and the most perilous.
Winner of APA Design Awards: Galaxy Books Best Designed Fantasy & Science Fiction Book 2002.
The first book of the bestselling Well of Echoes epic fantasy quartet.
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The war has been raging for a hundred years … and humanity is close to defeat. Santhenar is locked in conflict with the lyrinx – intelligent,
winged predators from the Void who are desperate to gain their own world. And despite the development of mechanical battle clankers, and
mastery of the crystals that drive them, humanity is losing. The enemy is destroying its nodes of magical power, one by one. Tiaan, a clever
but naïve crystal worker in a clanker manufactory, is testing a new kind of crystal when she overhears an enchanting young man, Minis,
speaking from far away. The crystal has woken her gift for geomancy, the most powerful of all the Secret Arts, and the most perilous. It is a
talent that both humanity and its enemies are desperate to control. Falsely accused of sabotage by Irisis, a malicious rival, Tiaan flees for her
life. But soon she is stalked by the outcast, wingless lyrinx, Ryll, who plans to use her in his dreadful flesh-forming sorcery. From afar, Minis
advises and guides Tiaan and she now sees him as more than a friend. Aching for him, Tiaan follows his instructions all the way to Tirthrax,
the tallest mountain in all the Three Worlds, where a nightmare awaits her … You won’t want to miss this edge-of-the seat epic fantasy series
by a million-selling author. What reviewers say about the Three Worlds books “A compelling adventure in a landscape full of wonders.” –
Locus “A page-turner of the highest order … Formidable!” – SFX on Geomancer “It is the most engrossing book I’ve read in years.” – Van
Ikin, Sydney Morning Herald “Readers of Eddings, Goodkind and Jordan will lap this one up.” – Starlog “Utterly absorbing.” Stephen
Davenport, Independent Weekly “For sheer excitement, there’s just no one like Irvine.” SFX on The Destiny of the Dead “As good as
anything I have read in the fantasy genre.” – Adelaide Advertiser Reviews and Honours for The Well of Echoes Scrutator, Honourable
Mention, 2003 Aurealis Award for best fantasy novel, and listed in the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2003. Chimaera listed in
the Sydney Morning Herald’s BEST BOOKS OF 2004. 'Ian Irvine is arguably the most inventive fantasy author to emerge in recent years. A
page-turner of the highest order ... Irvine can now consider himself comfortably ranked next to the works of Robert Jordan and David Eddings
and, more appropriately, the mighty Anne McCaffrey. Formidable!' SFX 'This is, attractively, grimmer and grittier than most fantasy novels
with a real sense of industrial squalor and a society in paranoid melt-down – and with a neatly unpleasant set of twists at the end.' Roz
Kaveney, Amazon.uk 'Ian Irvine has produced one of those rarities in the fantasy genre, and that is a unique, well-thought-out world coupled
with a well-written storyline. A gripping read.' Enigma 'Irvine imagines the epic landscape through which the characters move in persuasive
detail and describes it powerfully. The misery of the manufactory's oppressed children and fearful adults is effectively communicated and
elaborated. Driven by fear and inadequacy ... they cheat, lie and betray others in the cause of their own ambition, but are nonetheless
sympathetically portrayed.' Australian Book Review.
The author reflects on her family's Chinese American legacy, her experiences as a writer, her survival of natural disasters, and her struggle to
manage three family members afflicted with brain disease.
In the early sixteenth century, the political landscape of West Asia was completely transformed: of the previous four major powers, only one the Ottoman Empire - continued to exist. Ottoman survival was, in part, predicated on transition to a new mode of kingship, enabling its
transformation from regional dynastic sultanate to empire of global stature. In this book, Christopher Markiewicz uses as a departure point the
life and thought of Idris Bidlisi (1457-1520), one of the most dynamic scholars and statesmen of the period. Through this examination, he
highlights the series of ideological and administrative crises in the fifteenth-century sultanates of Islamic lands that gave rise to this new
conception of kingship and became the basis for sovereign authority not only within the Ottoman Empire but also across other Muslim
empires in the early modern period.
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